
 

 

 

ENTRY HILL COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION [CA] 
Actions & Decisions 

Meeting 1st March 2022 

 Attendees:  

Katina Beckett [KB] (Chair) 

David Liversidge [DL] 

Dominic Wilson [DW] (Secretary & Treasurer) 

Kirsty Winstanley [KW] 

 

Lorelei Hunt [LH] 

Elizabeth Tayler [ET] 

  

 

Apologies:  

Dave Rumble [DR] 

Stella Williams [SW] 

Brian Fookes [BF]  

 

1. Actions & decisions from previous meeting: 

1.1. Actions & decisions recorded from the meeting on 21st Dec and the AGM to be circulated and 

agreed [KB] 

2. Liveable Neighbourhoods: 

2.1. EL and DL to liaise with Winston regarding Liveable neighbourhoods so we stay abreast of 

where we are in the process and how the next stages are going to work, including the 

expectation of co-design etc.  Presumably any plan for LTNs would include any RPZs but it 

would be helpful to confirm. [EL & DL]. 

2.2. LH has already put a link to the recent consultation results on the EHCA website and will try 

to scan just the Entry Hill pages and attach those so that people can get to them easily. [LH] 

3. Community Speed Watch 

3.1. We have six people signed up but could do with more because it is advised to have three at a 

time.  KW liaised with the officer to test 100 cars speed and demonstrated a need.  It may be 

good to have a very visible presence to help deter speeders.  When we know what the next 

stage of the process is we will ask for more volunteers. [KW]. 

4. Mountain Bike Park 

4.1. A resident has raised a complaint with BaNES Council about equalities with regard to the 

decision to progress a Mountain Bike Park on Entry Hill given its niche market which does not 

fit in with BaNES states policies. 

4.2. KW will get all the questions together and work with LH & KB to produce a “you said…..we 

did” leaflet to send residents to demonstrate how their concerns have been dealt with.  [KW, 

KB & LH]. 

5. Expenditure 

5.1. Website – LH will provide DW with details of costs for the domain name and website hosting 

so we can estimate annual costs to see what committee members may need to contribute 

and also look towards getting it all running through EHCA bank account now that is set up. 

[LH & DW]. 



 

 

 

6. AOB 

6.1. ET to send photo to KB/LH for use on the website 

7. DATE & LOCATION OF NEXT MEETING 

7.1. To be confirmed. 


